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A Blessing In Disguise
 
We think, we see & forget
And even when on trying hard we do not recall we regret;
 
Thus, the habit of forgetting is a sore,
but hey wait! and think over it once more;
Even it can have its merits too,
ya ya! ! do not gaze like that as its very much true
And I am going to prove it for u;
 
If we remember all the happenings of the past,
though it may be good, but in certain odd cases can fill our lives with huge
blasts;
There are times when we bear sudden losses,
Now if we keep shedding our tears for them,
sadness and frustration only will be its causes;
 
Moreover, its only after leaving the harsh memories behind,
that people in a real sense can bind.
So GET SMART! !
And accept forgetfulness as an INBORN ART! ! ! !
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Chit Chat About Life
 
Colourful and yet pure
Saintly but enough to lure
Untricky yet can bring forth many miracles
Urbane though but can make one go crackers
Soft yet can make a mark
Lurid but sometimes very dark
 
So, got your mind dumped with doubts
But then this is what life is all about
Each day with its rise, Brings forth anew surprise
A new mystery, From very next day which is destined to be known as history
 
A new riddle, few giggles... some troubles
& then a new day of hope, loads of scope
So don't panic, keep the faith...
LIFE can surely be a sugar filledcup,
ALL it depends on how you build it up! ! ! !
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My Cubicle ??
 
It was all so small,
In the center of the hall.
 
At one corner I sat,
Mostly busy with yahoo chat.
 
Then one day there broke a news,
Shifting to new place with its top floor all for booze.
 
Building got shifted,
My cube got drifted.
 
This time not so small,
But still in the Center of the hall.
 
Now had different people around,
All of their own kind.
 
But as Have heard,
It happens in IT world.
 
So here too people came and people went,
With ‘Adieu' mails all being sent!
 
And then came the day whenmy cube mates wereto elope,
Leaving me all alone in my officialabode.
 
Now here I sit
Working a bit
And waiting for new people
To fill in my cubicle ????! !
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Smile
 
As most of the people Believe,
There are certain unknown unusual powers which from time to time just peep in
our lives and leave.
 
But the one which fascinates me is quite different,
It is in itself both afferent and efferent.
 
Just give one or two,
And see what wonders it can do.
 
Bestowed to all,
Whether rich or poor, big or small.
 
It provides a lifetime insurance,
That too without even little bit of endurance.
 
Its a passion,
And can never get out of fashion.
 
So just don't hesitate to adopt this wrinkle on your face,
For it not only adds to ones grace,
But also helps in leading a life full of praise.
 
Besides without any fight it can make one win any Battle,
Oh yes! .... of course I am talking about SMILE the ultimate miracle.
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